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Outline
• Brief introduction: Topology, Anomaly, Strong B field Effects

• Chiral Magnetic Wave & Charged Quadrupole of QGP

• Azimuthal Fluctuation of Electro-Magnetic Fields

• Summary
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Burnier, Kharzeev, JL, Yee, 1208.2537;
Bloczynski,Huang,Zhang,JL, PLB 718(2013)1529.
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Brief Introduction
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Topology & Anomaly in QCD 

(Assuming adequate introduction already given in Dima’s talk  :-)
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In short: bubbles with nonzero chirality can be created
--- locally P- & CP-odd environment !



In A Chiral Bubble
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Using strong magnetic field to manifest it  [Kharzeev, & collaborators]

Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME)
[Kharzeev,Fukushima,Warringa,McLerran,...]

A “complimentary” effect: 
Chiral Separation Effect (CSE)

[Son,Zhitnitsky,Metlitski,...]



Strong EM Fields 
in Heavy Ion Collisions 
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• Strongest B field (and strong E field as well)  naturally arises!
[Skokov,et al; Bzdak-Skokov; Deng-Huang; Bloczynski-Huang-Zhang-Liao; ...]

• “Out-of-plane” orientation is a “cartoon”
--- will come back to this later



Chiral Magnetic Wave
&

Charge Quadrupole of QGP
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The Chiral Magnetic Wave 
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Wave: propagating “oscillations” of two coupled quantities
e.g. sound wave (pressure & density); EM wave (E & B fields) 

Chiral Magnetic Wave (CMW): 
coupled evolution of Vector & Axial Charge Densities 

B field

Wave Propagation
Direction



The CMW Wave Equations 

• Dissipative terms like diffusions can be added
• CMW velocity depends B field and susceptibilities
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Coupling together the CME + CSE:
(using susceptibilities to relate chemical potential with charge density)

Combined with continuity equations we can get the CMW wave equation:
[Kharzeev & Yee, PRD83(2011)085007.]



From CMW to Charge Quadrupole
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CMW Predictions:
[Burnier,Kharzeev,JL,Yee,PRL2011] 

*  A Dipole of Axial Charge Distribution
*  A Quadrupole of Vector Charge Distribution 



From CMW to Charge Quadrupole
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CMW Predictions:
[Burnier,Kharzeev,JL,Yee,PRL2011] 

*  A Dipole of Axial Charge Distribution
*  A Quadrupole of Vector Charge Distribution 

Axial Charge 
Density

Vector Charge 
Density



How To Measure 
the Charge Quadrupole
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CMW Predictions [Burnier,Kharzeev,JL,Yee,PRL2011]:  
*  A Quadrupole of Vector Charge Distribution
leads to splitting of +/- charge elliptic flow! 
The Minus v2 is bigger, and 
the splitting is proportional to net charge asymmetry 



STAR Measurements from BES
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CMW Predictions [Burnier,Kharzeev,JL,Yee,PRL2011]:  
The Pi-Minus v2 is bigger

Bedanga, QM2011



STAR Measurements: 
Binning the Charge Asym. 
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Gang Wang, QM2012



Centrality Dependence of 
Charge Quadrupole 
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CMW Predictions [Burnier,Kharzeev,JL,Yee,PRL2011; arXiv:1208.2537]

In Agreement with STAR Data [Gang Wang, QM2012] 

Gang Wang, QM2012



Future Works

Other sources that may contribute to +/-  V2 splitting: 
‣ Dunlop-Lisa-Sorensen[1107.3078]: baryon number stopping
‣ Xu-Chen-Ko-Lin[1201.3391]: Hadronic mean-field potential
‣ Steinheimer-Koch-Bleicher[1207.2791]: net conserved charge current 
‣ Bzdak-Bozek[1303.1138]: local charge conservation + binning effect
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On the theory side, we are working hard to:
* reduce uncertainty with B field 
* improve determination of parameters 
* move toward more sophisticated modeling 
* predictions for root{s}, \eta, p_t dependence

On the exp. side, it would be great to see: 
* beam energy dependence (coming out soon?)
* p_t, \eta dependence?
* particle identity dependence?



Azimuthal Fluctuation 
of Magnetic Field 

w.r.t Matter Geometry
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Strong Fluctuations of
Field & Matter 
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What has been left un-studied: 
E-by-E azimuthal correlations

between B and Matter Geometry 



Importance for Observables 
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This azimuthal correlation is essential 
for any observable of B field effects

CME: looking for charge pair correlation from a dipole along B

CMW: looking for a charge quadrupole defined via B direction

B field + Anomaly: production of photons with large V2 
[Basar,Kharzeev,Skokov, PRL2012; related works by Fukushima, et al]



Azimuthal Correlation Patterns
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central -> middle -> peripheral:
no correlation -> strong correlation -> very weak correlation



B Corr. with Matter Geometry
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* strong correlation for mid-central to mid-peripheral events
* non-zero correlation between B and 4-th harmonics
* very weak correlation between B strength and orientation
* similar pattern for different field points



And There Are E Fields Too
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* strong E field, particularly in central to mid-central
* strong correlation between E orientation & 1st harmonic
* would be very interesting to think about E-field effects!



Discussions 
& 

Summary 
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Charge Landscape Survey 

Measuring the charge azimuthal distributions in the Little Bang is feasible, 
and will provide us very valuable information, 

and maybe surprises!
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We can do the same harmonic 
analysis of charge distributions! [Blocynski,Huang,Zhang,JL, PLB2013;

JL,Koch,Bzdak,PRC2010] 



Charge Up The Ridge

Can we measure the charge dependent 2-P correlations?
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for ++/-- pairs
&

for +- pairs
or 

for the difference of 
the above two



Remarks On U-U

In the most central U-U, we can, and can only 
learn info about flow-induced background
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Xin Dong, QM2012
Gang Wang, QM2012

[Bzdak,Koch,JL, 1207.7327] 

Flow-Induced

Flow-Independent



Summary

✓ CME + CSE --> Chiral Magnetic Wave as a collective excitation.

✓ Chiral Magnetic Wave induces a charge quadrupole distribution. of 

QGP that leads to observable splitting of + and - elliptic flow.

✓ STAR (preliminary) data show strong evidence of such splitting in 

agreement with CMW predictions. 

✓ We find strong B field azimuthal fluctuations with respect to the 

(also fluctuating) matter geometry.

✓ The best place to look for strong B field effects is from mid-

central to mid-peripheral collisions 

Thank you!
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